The major goal of the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) is to provide clinicians and policymakers with a reliable and accurate source of evidence-based recommendations on a wide range of preventive services. To accomplish this goal, the USPSTF systematically reviews the evidence concerning both the benefits and harms of widespread implementation of a preventive service. It then assesses the certainty of the evidence and the magnitude of the benefits and harms. On the basis of this assessment, the USPSTF assigns a letter grade to each preventive service signifying its recommendation about provision of the service (Table 1).

An important, but often challenging, step is determining the balance between benefits and harms to estimate “net benefit” (that is, benefits minus harms). In this issue, the Task Force reports an update to its recommendation for carotid artery stenosis screening (1, 2). Because carotid artery stenosis screening has both known benefits and harms, estimating net benefit was critical in the final USPSTF recommendation that clinicians not provide carotid artery stenosis screening in asymptomatic people (recommendation letter grade D). Release of this recommendation provides an opportunity for the Task Force to update and explain to a clinical audience the process by which it evaluates evidence, determines the certainty and magnitude of net benefit, and gives a letter grade to the recommendation. We will do this by considering 3 questions: 1) What evidence does the Task Force consider to estimate net benefit? 2) How does the Task Force estimate the certainty of net benefit? and 3) How does the Task Force estimate the magnitude of net benefit?

What Evidence Does the Task Force Consider to Estimate Net Benefit?

The overarching question that the Task Force seeks to answer for every preventive service is whether evidence suggests that provision of the service would improve health outcomes if implemented in a general primary care population. For screening topics, this standard could be met by a large randomized, controlled trial (RCT) in a representative asymptomatic population with follow-up of all members of both the group “invited for screening” and the group “not invited for screening.” For example, the Multicentre Aneurysm Screening Study (3) was a population-based RCT of screening for abdominal aortic aneurysm in which 67,800 asymptomatic men age 65 to 74 years in the United Kingdom were randomly assigned to be invited or not to be invited for screening. Both groups were followed for a mean of 4.1 years, and abdominal aortic aneurysm–related mortality and all-cause mortality were compared.

No RCTs of carotid artery stenosis screening have been published; however, RCTs comparing carotid endarterectomy to medical management of asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis are available. The distinction between RCTs that randomly assign people to undergo screening versus RCTs that randomly assign people known to have a condition to an intervention is important. In contrast to the latter, RCTs of screening take into account the false-
positive and false-negative rates of the screening test, the possibility of adverse events from the test, the accuracy and potential for adverse events of any subsequent confirmatory diagnostic tests, and the inevitable failure to follow through on the test or any subsequent steps needed before the therapeutic intervention is delivered. In addition, conditions detected by screening may have different biological characteristics than those detected in other ways. The benefits of treating screened individuals, therefore, cannot be assumed to be the same as those of treating symptomatic individuals. Screening trials directly answer a simple question important to the primary care setting: Does screening for a certain condition improve health outcomes?

Direct RCT evidence about screening is often unavailable, so the Task Force considers indirect evidence. To guide its selection of indirect evidence, the Task Force constructs a “chain of evidence” within an analytic framework. Figure 1 of the evidence update (2) in this issue (page 861) shows the analytic framework for the Task Force assessment of carotid artery stenosis screening. Each arrow in the framework defines a key question, and each key question represents a link in the chain of evidence. Rectangles in the framework represent the intermediate outcomes (rounded corners) or the health outcomes (square corners); ovals represent harms. To form an unbroken chain, evidence must support each link in the chain, thereby connecting the target population (far left side of the framework) to the improved health outcome (far right side of the framework).

For each key question, the body of pertinent literature is critically appraised, focusing on 6 questions (Table 2). The USPSTF will now describe its judgment about the evidence for each key question as “convincing,” “adequate,” or “inadequate.” Evidence may be considered convincing when derived from several high-quality studies with consistent, logical results that are generalizable to the U.S. primary care population and setting. Evidence may be deemed adequate when, on the basis of judgment, most but not all of these 6 questions are answered favorably. When evidence is conflicting or the studies are of poor quality individually or in aggregate, the evidence for a key question is considered inadequate. Inadequate evidence may create a critical gap in the evidence chain.

### Table 1. U.S. Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Grid*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certainty of Net Benefit</th>
<th>Magnitude of Net Benefit</th>
<th>Substantial</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Zero/Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Insufficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A, B, C, D, and Insufficient represent the letter grades of recommendation or statement of insufficient evidence assigned by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force after assessing certainty and magnitude of net benefit of the service.

### Table 2. Questions Considered by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force for Evaluating Evidence Related Both to Key Questions and to the Overall Certainty of the Evidence of Net Benefit for the Preventive Service

1. Do the studies have the appropriate research design to answer the key question(s)?
2. To what extent are the existing studies of high quality? (i.e., what is the internal validity?)
3. To what extent are the results of the studies generalizable to the general U.S. primary care population and setting? (i.e., what is the external validity?)
4. How many studies have been conducted that address the key question(s)? How large are the studies? (i.e., what is the precision of the evidence?)
5. How consistent are the results of the studies?
6. Are there additional factors that assist us in drawing conclusions (e.g., presence or absence of dose–response effects, fit within a biologic model)?

**How Does the Task Force Estimate the Certainty of Net Benefit?**

The next step in the Task Force process is to use the evidence from the key questions to assess whether there would be net benefit if the service were implemented. In 2001, the USPSTF published an article that documented its systematic processes of evidence evaluation and recommendation development (4). At that time, the Task Force’s overall assessment of evidence was described as good, fair, or poor. The Task Force realized that this rating seemed to apply only to how well studies were conducted and did not fully capture all of the issues that go into an overall assessment of the evidence about net benefit. To avoid confusion, the USPSTF has changed its terminology. Whereas individual study quality will continue to be characterized as good, fair, or poor, the term certainty will now be used to describe the Task Force’s assessment of the overall body of evidence about net benefit of a preventive service and the likelihood that the assessment is correct. Certainty will be determined by considering all 6 questions in Table 2: the judgment about certainty will be described as high, moderate, or low.

In making its assessment of certainty about net benefit, the evaluation of the evidence from each key question plays a primary role. It is important to note that the Task Force makes recommendations for real-world medical practice in the United States and must determine to what extent the evidence for each key question—even evidence from screening RCTs or treatment RCTs—can be applied to the general primary care population. Frequently, studies are conducted in highly selected populations under special conditions. The Task Force must consider differences between the general primary care population and the populations studied in RCTs and make judgments about the likelihood of observing the same effect in actual practice. For carotid artery stenosis screening, the Task Force searched for evidence about the true prevalence of high-grade carotid artery...
stenosis in the general population, the generalizability of treatment effectiveness estimates based on RCTs conducted in selected populations, and the complication rate from carotid endarterectomy in asymptomatic individuals if performed in nontrial settings (for example, community hospitals).

It is also important to note that 1 of the key questions in the analytic framework refers to the potential harms of the preventive service. The Task Force considers the evidence about the benefits and harms of preventive services separately and equally. Data about harms are often obtained from observational studies because harms observed in RCTs may not be representative of those found in usual practice and because some harms are not completely measured and reported in RCTs. For example, the surgeons who enrolled patients in RCTs of carotid artery stenosis were selected on the basis of their low postoperative stroke and mortality rates. Widespread screening for carotid artery stenosis would invariably lead to surgical treatment provided in hospitals (or by surgeons) with higher rates of complications. The harms of screening for carotid artery stenosis, including the harms from carotid angiography to confirm the diagnosis of carotid artery stenosis in patients screening positive by carotid ultrasonography, were not captured in some treatment RCTs.

Putting the body of evidence for all key questions together as a chain, the Task Force assesses the certainty of net benefit of a preventive service by asking the 6 major questions in Table 2. The Task Force would rate a body of convincing evidence about the benefits of a service that, for example, derives from several RCTs of screening in which the estimate of benefits can be generalized to the general primary care population as “high” certainty (Table 3). The Task Force would rate a body of evidence that was not clearly applicable to general practice or has other defects in quality, research design, or consistency of studies as “moderate” certainty. Certainty is “low” when, for example, there are gaps in the evidence linking parts of the analytic framework, when evidence to determine the harms of treatment is unavailable, or when evidence about the benefits of treatment is insufficient. Table 4 summarizes the current terminology used by the Task Force to describe the critical assessment of evidence at all 3 levels: individual studies, key questions, and overall certainty of net benefit of the preventive service.

The Task Force rated the evidence about the net benefits of screening for carotid artery stenosis as being of moderate certainty. Several factors contributed to this rating: No screening RCTs for carotid artery stenosis have been published; the treatment RCTs included patients with characteristics likely to be different from those identified by screening asymptomatic individuals in primary care settings; the surgeons who participated in the treatment trials had complication rates that could not be generalized in usual care settings; and finally, there would probably be important harms from follow-up of positive screening tests—in some instances, angiography. If the Task Force assesses the overall evidence of net benefit as being of high or moderate certainty, then it proceeds to estimate the magnitude of net benefit.

**How Does the Task Force Estimate the Magnitude of Net Benefit?**

The Task Force gives equal attention to benefits and harms because preventive interventions may result in harms as a direct consequence of the service or for other downstream reasons. For example, some patients with a positive screening test for carotid artery stenosis will undergo carotid angiography and may have a stroke from the procedure—a downstream consequence of screening. If the test is falsely positive and the patient does not have confirmatory angiography, he or she may have an unnecessary carotid endarterectomy, possibly leading to stroke as a complication.

The Task Force attempts to quantify the magnitude of effects and harms that would result from implementing the preventive service in the general primary care population. One way of doing this is by using such measurements as number needed to treat (the number of people who would need to be treated for some defined period to pre-

---

**Table 3. U.S. Preventive Services Task Force Levels of Certainty Regarding Net Benefit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Certainty*</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td>The available evidence usually includes consistent results from well-designed, well-conducted studies in representative primary care populations. These studies assess the effects of the preventive service on health outcomes. This conclusion is therefore unlikely to be strongly affected by the results of future studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moderate</strong></td>
<td>The available evidence is sufficient to determine the effects of the preventive service on health outcomes, but confidence in the estimate is constrained by such factors as: the number, size, or quality of individual studies, inconsistency of findings across individual studies, limited generalizability of findings to routine primary care practice, lack of coherence in the chain of evidence. As more information becomes available, the magnitude or direction of the observed effect could change, and this change may be large enough to alter the conclusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low</strong></td>
<td>The available evidence is insufficient to assess effects on health outcomes. Evidence is insufficient because of: the limited number or size of studies, important flaws in study design or methods, inconsistency of findings across individual studies, gaps in the chain of evidence, findings that are not generalizable to routine primary care practice, a lack of information on important health outcomes. More information may allow an estimation of effects on health outcomes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) defines certainty as “likelihood that the USPSTF assessment of the net benefit of a preventive service is correct.” The net benefit is defined as benefit minus harm of the preventive service as implemented in a general primary care population. The USPSTF assigns a certainty level based on the nature of the overall evidence available to assess the net benefit of a preventive service.
vent 1 adverse health event) or number needed to screen (the number of people who would need to be screened for some defined period to prevent 1 adverse health event). One can also derive a similar number needed to harm (the number of people who would need to be treated or screened for a defined time to cause 1 adverse health event). The Task Force does not have single numbers needed to treat, screen, or harm that it considers a threshold for drawing a conclusion about the magnitude of net benefit.

Once the Task Force estimates the magnitude of benefits and harms, it faces the further challenge of synthesizing these assessments into an estimate of the magnitude of net benefit. Weighing the balance of benefits and harms can be challenging—benefits are often quantified in terms of lives extended or illness events averted, while harms may be measured in terms of the health consequences of false-positive screening tests or adverse effects of treatment. For example, the benefits of prophylactic aspirin therapy among men include fewer coronary heart events, and the harms include more major gastrointestinal bleeding episodes. Although formal decision analyses and cost-effectiveness analyses have been proposed as an objective method to weigh benefits and harms, the Task Force recognizes that such analyses can be complex and opaque and that they may rely on various assumptions, each of which may have substantial uncertainty.

In 2001 (4), the USPSTF introduced the concept of an “outcomes table” to synthesize information on the magnitude of benefits and harms. The outcomes table estimates the actual number of health outcomes (both benefits and harms) for hypothetical groups that do and do not receive the preventive service. Although an outcomes table relies on assumptions and involves uncertainty, the Task Force believes it provides a transparent, objective method to estimate population benefits and harms were the preventive service implemented.

The outcomes table (see Table 2 in the evidence update [2] in this issue [page 868]) was used by the Task Force to arrive at its recommendation for carotid artery stenosis screening. In the best-case scenario (that is, all positive screening test results are confirmed with magnetic resonance angiography, and patients and surgeons are similar to those in the clinical trials), screening, evaluating, and treating 100 000 average-risk individuals would be expected to prevent about 23 strokes over 5 years; or about 1 stroke would be prevented for every 4348 people screened. In a very high-risk population, screening would be expected to prevent about 217 strokes for every 100 000 people screened over a 5-year period. The best-case scenario number needed to screen to prevent 1 stroke, therefore, is estimated at about 461. To assess net benefit, this number must be weighed against the potentially harmful experience (including the time and effort of the patients and clinicians) of the people who do not benefit (number needed to screen minus 1; either 4347 or 460).

Given the results of the outcomes table, the Task Force then categorizes the magnitude of net benefit as being substantial, moderate, small, or zero/negative. This last category refers to preventive measures that, if implemented in the general primary care population, can be expected to achieve no net benefit or to result in overall harm. Despite the quantity of objective evidence reviewed, the Task Force must use judgment in determining final estimates of net benefit; outcomes tables help make this judgment explicit and transparent.

The Task Force can rarely, if ever, assign an exact magnitude to the benefits or harms of implementing a preventive service. It can, however, put boundaries around the estimate of net benefits. The upper and lower boundary limits on the net estimated benefit make up a “conceptual confidence interval.” This range is bound by the best- and worst-case scenario estimates based on available evidence. The interval is not meant to have a statistical interpretation. For the carotid artery stenosis screening recommendation, the Task Force “bound” the benefits for screening a primary care population on the basis of population prevalence, screening accuracy, and treatment benefit. Randomized, controlled trials specified the maximum potential benefit from selected individuals having carotid endarterectomies performed by selected surgeons. The Task Force concluded that the magnitude of benefits in the primary care population could not be greater than the magnitude shown in the RCTs and would probably be smaller in real-world settings.

**Linking Magnitude and Certainty of Evidence of Net Benefit to Letter Grades**

Once the Task Force defines the certainty and magnitude of net benefit, it determines the letter grade that is
linked to its recommendation about provision of the service (Table 1). In general, the Task Force believes that preventive services graded as either A or B should be provided to eligible patients. Those with a C grade should not be offered routinely, and D-grade services should not be provided. Services for which the certainty of the evidence is low because of insufficient evidence about net benefit are designated using an I statement, and no recommendation is made. A later article in this series will explain the Task Force’s suggestions for clinical practice when current evidence is insufficient.

Wherever possible, the Task Force attempts to provide estimates of the magnitude of net benefit according to underlying disease risk. For example, the Task Force calculated that 1-time screening of a population of 100,000 men age 65 to 74 years for abdominal aortic aneurysm would prevent about 138 abdominal aortic aneurysm–attributable deaths among the 69,000 men who had ever smoked (about 1 in every 500 men screened) and about 17 deaths from abdominal aortic aneurysm among the 31,000 men who had never smoked (about 1 in every 1800 men screened) (5). On the basis of these estimates, the Task Force gave a B recommendation to ever-smoking men and a C recommendation to never-smoking men age 65 to 74 years.

In its final synthesis of all factors relevant to carotid artery stenosis screening in the community setting, the Task Force judged the certainty of net benefit to be moderate. The inability to identify a high-risk population in whom the net benefit was judged to be greater than zero played an important role in judging the magnitude of net benefit as being not greater than zero. The Task Force, therefore, concluded that the benefits of carotid artery stenosis screening in asymptomatic people do not outweigh the harms, a D recommendation.

**Future Directions**

Methods for making evidence-based recommendations continue to evolve. The USPSTF considers the development of evidence on the benefits and harms of a preventive service as a process. As noted in our previous paper (4), 2 methodological extremes could determine when in this process to move from an I statement (no recommendation due to insufficient evidence) to an A, B, C, or D recommendation. One extreme would be to wait to make a recommendation until incontrovertible evidence suggests that benefits do or do not outweigh harms. To do so runs the risk for clinicians acting or not acting while they are waiting for the Task Force recommendation, leading to patient harm by either overuse of an ineffective service or underuse of an effective service. The other extreme would be to make a recommendation too early in the process of gathering evidence or basing the recommendation on weak evidence, running the risk for making a positive recommendation of an ineffective service or a negative recommendation of an effective service, either of which would lead to patient harm through errors of overuse or underuse.

It is the Task Force’s goal to avoid both extremes by continually revisiting and reevaluating its methods in light of new advances. In this way, we believe we can be of most help to our audience of clinicians and policymakers.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF NET BENEFITS AND HARMs

Calculation of net benefits (4) (outcome: breast cancer deaths):

Net benefits (B) = BC−BC∗(1−RRR)−H
BC = death from breast cancer without screening mammography; RRR = relative reduction in breast cancer death due to screening mammography; H = radiation-induced breast cancer deaths

Calculation of net harms (4):

Net harms (H) = death without breast cancer; breast cancer death due to screening mammography = 1−(1−H) = H

Best-case scenario:
BC = 3.3 per 1000 women (average risk) (5); RRR = 23% (1); H = 30 per 100 000 women (1)
B = 0.0033 − 0.0033∗(1 − 0.23) − 0.00030 = 0.00046
(= 46 per 100 000 lives saved)
H = 0.00030 (30 per 100 000 lives lost)
B/H = 1.5 (If the woman’s preferences are not taken into account, this B/H ratio translates into benefits of screening mammography outweighing its harms only when probability of breast cancer exceeds 39.5% [4].)

Worst-case scenario:
RRR = 7% (1)
B = 0.0033 − 0.0033∗(1 − 0.07) − 0.00030 = −0.000069
(negative net benefits; 69 lives lost per 1 000 000 screened)
H = 200 per 100 000 women (1)
B = 0.0033 − 0.0033∗(1 − 0.07) − 0.0020 = −0.001769
(negative net benefits; 1769 lives lost per 1 000 000 screened)